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A. LISTENING(2,5pts): 
Question1: Listen and number the pictures from 1 to 6( 1.25pts)

         

a. …………   

d. ……………  
Question 2: Listen and tick T/ F (1,
 

1. Mi thinks she’ll put a recycling bin in every classroom.
2. Then she’ll buy energy
3. Nam is from class 6A.
4. He thinks that it will be good if students go to school by 

bus 
5. Finally, he’ll organize some unif

B: READING: (2,5pts)
Question 1: Read the text and answer the questions (1,5pts):

I always wish to have a motorhome in  my life. My motorhome will not need to be 
big, but it might have everything I need inside.
There will be a small sofa and 
place for my friends when they visit me. It’s like a living room. The biggest part of 
my motorhome will be a kitchen. It will be in the middle of the car. There will be an 
automatic dishwasher, a mode
machine in the kitchen. A small toilet will be in the kitchen too. The last part will be 
my bedroom, also my entertainment place. There will be a small bed, a wireless TV 
and a hi-tech computer. 
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Subject: English 6 
A 

 
Listen and number the pictures from 1 to 6( 1.25pts) 

              

 
  b. …………….  c. ……………..

                 
   e. …………….. 

: Listen and tick T/ F (1,25pts): 
T

Mi thinks she’ll put a recycling bin in every classroom.  
Then she’ll buy energy-saving lights for every school.  
Nam is from class 6A.  
He thinks that it will be good if students go to school by  

Finally, he’ll organize some uniform fairs.  
: (2,5pts) 

Read the text and answer the questions (1,5pts): 

I always wish to have a motorhome in  my life. My motorhome will not need to be 
big, but it might have everything I need inside. 
There will be a small sofa and a lovely table in the head of the car. This will be the 
place for my friends when they visit me. It’s like a living room. The biggest part of 
my motorhome will be a kitchen. It will be in the middle of the car. There will be an 
automatic dishwasher, a modern fridge, a small oven and an automatic washing 
machine in the kitchen. A small toilet will be in the kitchen too. The last part will be 
my bedroom, also my entertainment place. There will be a small bed, a wireless TV 

ệt Kiều Châu Âu 

N0 Marks 

 

                

c. …………….. 

T F 
  
  
  
  

  

I always wish to have a motorhome in  my life. My motorhome will not need to be 

a lovely table in the head of the car. This will be the 
place for my friends when they visit me. It’s like a living room. The biggest part of 
my motorhome will be a kitchen. It will be in the middle of the car. There will be an 

rn fridge, a small oven and an automatic washing 
machine in the kitchen. A small toilet will be in the kitchen too. The last part will be 
my bedroom, also my entertainment place. There will be a small bed, a wireless TV 
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Everything might be small in my motorhome. It would be a fantastic if I had my own 
motorhome. The best thing about having a motorhome is that I can drive it myself and 
travel around. 

1. What kind of house do you wish to have?  
………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. How many rooms are there in the house? 
………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………. 

3. Will a big toilet be in the living room? 
………………………………………………………………………………… 

Question 2: Choose the correct word marked A, B, C, D to fill each blank in the 
following passage (1pt) 

AIR QUALITY 
People need to breathe. If they don’t breath, they will die. But how clean is the air 
people breathe? If they breathe (1) ………………air, they will have breathing 
problems and become ill. Plants and animals need clean air too. A lot of things (2) 
………………. our lives create harmful gasses and make the air dirty, like cars, 
motorbikes and factories. Dirty air is called “ (4) …………… air”. Air pollution can 
also make our Earth (4) ……………. The problem of air pollution started with the 
burning of coal in homes and factories. 
1. A. clean    B. fresh   C. dirty   D. green 
2. A. at   B. in    C. to    D. on 
3. A. polluted  B. polluting   C. pollution   D. pollute 
4. A. warm  B. bigger  C. beautiful  D. warmer  
C. WRITING (2,5pts) 
I.  Do as directed in brackets. (1,5pts) 

1. recycle/ the environment. /bottles and cans/ we will help / If we/ (put the words 

in the correct order) 

..................................................................................................................................... 

2. When I see Mary tomorrow, I (invite) ………………… to our party. (Use the 

correct 

 form the verb in the bracket) 

3. We use recycled paper. We save trees. ( Combine sentences to make a 

conditional sentence- type 1) 

..................................................................................................................................... 

II. Answer the following questions (1pts) 
1. Where will your house be in the future? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

    2. What will you do at school to help the environment? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 
D. LANGUAGE FORCUS (2.5pts) 
      I. Choose the best answer (1,5pts) 

1. The people here are ……………… 
A. friendly  B. delicious   C. polluted  D. long 
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2. He likes playing table tennis, ………………. he can’t play it. 
A. and   B. but    C. so   D. or 
3. In the future, we won’t go on holiday to the beach but we …… go on holiday 

to the moon. 
A. must   B. can’t   C. might  D. won’t 
4. If we cut down more forests, there ………………… more floods. 
A. Are   B. Were   C. have been   D. will be 
5. Find the word which has a different sound.   

 A. clothing  B. brother  C. thick  D. there 
 A. ask   B. plastic               C. back                D. grandparent 

II. Matching the causes in column A with the effects in column B(1pt) 
A B Answer 

a. Air pollution 1. Causes hearing problem. a………… 
b. Water pollution 2. Causes breathing problem. b……….. 
c. Noise pollution 3. Make plants die. c……….. 
d. Soil pollution 4. Makes fish die. d……….. 

 
 
 
 


